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E.S.G.
Environmental, social and governance (ESG)  
criteria are a set of standards for a company’s 
operations that socially conscious investors 
use to screen potential investments.

Recently, companies around the world have used 
these standards to gravitate to a more documented 
and centric way of doing business. AquaRecycle 
promotes environmental protection and 
sustainability, social diversity, and inclusion, as well as 
the governance to ensure compliance both externally 
in reporting as well as adhering internally through the 
leadership and rules companies are dedicated to.
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Our products advance our customer’s corporate 
ESG sustainability goals by providing specific 
measurements of resource utilization along with 
financial savings and efficiency optimization.

AquaRecycle, as a company, is also diversified by 
gender and ethnicity while also contributing toward 
the advancement of society with our commitment to 
providing access to clean water, substantial reduction 
in wastewater discharge, energy savings and water 
conservation for underserved communities.

By daily monitoring of water, energy and loss 
prevention through data recording, management, 
and notification of any departure in facility operations 
as well as the documentation and reporting to 
substantiate  ESG metrics, AquaRecycle helps our 
customers achieve and exceed their ESG goals.

AquaRecycle is the founder of Washing H.O.P.E. 
(Homeless Organizations Promoting Excellence), a 
non-profit organization building on-premise laundries 
with equipment capable of washing large items such as 
blankets, coats, pillows, and comforters. AquaRecycle’s 
goal is to provide good, clean laundry to the homeless. 
We believe this cleanliness will help the homeless have 
a better environment to live in. Our latest endeavor 
is the Atlanta Day Restoration Center for Women and 
Children, opening August 2021.

AquaRecycle’s umbrella of sustainable products 
represent  water recycling and energy savings through heat  
reuse, dryer exhaust,  water monitoring and management  
ensures maximum water efficiency at a property or facility.
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PURE Water Recycling – Hospitality
Our Patented AquaRecycle® System is designed to maximize water and energy savings while 
providing PURE laundry water recycling for high level hospitality linen. Documented and 
Guaranteed Water and Energy savings at 80% reduction in water costs and 60% of energy costs. 
PURE system is designed especially for high-end hospitality linen with submicron filtration for the 
highest quality laundry water recycling available. 

CAGE Water Recycling – Healthcare & Industrial
CAGE stands for Clean and Green E-Series for the Healthcare, Correctional, Military and Textile 
Services Industry. The KEY Addition is our CAG Filter, which combined with our UV and Ozone 
Systems, provides Triple Disinfection for the cleanest and greenest documented and Guaranteed 
Water and Energy savings at 80% reduction in water costs and 60% of energy costs. 

TWR – Tunnel Washer Recycler
Our Patented AquaRecycle System is designed to maximize water and energy savings in Tunnel 
Washer operations while providing the finest recycled laundry wash water. TWR stands for Tunnel 
Washer Recycler and the recycle system is compact and easy to install and operate. Documented and 
Guaranteed Water and Energy savings at 70% reduction in water costs and 50% of energy costs.

OnO
Oh yes! Open and Operate (OnO) is our skid-mounted, all-in-one recycle system designed to 
operate in virtually all washing environments. This PURPLE PIPE technology is designed for 
recycling washing rinse water and can reduce water usage by up to 50%. This reuse water is used 
as hot or warm water in the initial and wash cycles as a Third Pipe option. For companies looking 
for an inexpensive option to meet sustainability goals, OnO gives an easy way to install and 
operate in an industrial, coin/self-service, or small hospitality property.

AquaRecycle PHD System
Now ALL Laundry operators can have a PHD in recycle system design. Choose the size and price 
best suited for your laundry operation. PHD also stands for ‘Per Hour per Day’ so you can chart your 
own course and price compare. Our process pump sends the filtered water through our Specially 
Formulated Media Tanks which removes remaining Suspended Solids, Oil and Grease, Chemical 
Soaps and Detergents, Dissolved Organics and other contaminants. 

Grey Water Recycler 
GWR is designed to recycle shower, bath and sink/basin grey water, as well as rainwater harvesting, and 
reuse the water as toilet water or for irrigation purposes. An average of 20–24 gallons of water can be 
used daily per hotel room. Toilets use as much as 6 gallons per day per room. Designed for commercial 
environments such as hotels, prisons, hospitals, apartments, and commercial or industrial buildings.

AquaTrakx™ Water Monitoring
AquaTrakx™ is AquaRecycle’s most innovative Water Monitoring System in the world today. Perfect 
for Hotels, Hospitals, Correctional or any facility with multiple water distribution locations that need 
both quantity and quality measurements 24/7 AquaTrakx™ is a completely wireless, non-evasive 
water tracking and testing system that meters all water lines desired within a property or facility. 
Catch water leaks before they become expensive disasters!

ThermalRecycle™ powered by Mr. H.E.A.T. patented technology is a revolutionary energy savings 
system for commercial dryers. The high efficiency heat recovery system reduces the energy used to dry 
linens by 50%. Our patented air blast technology keeps the heat wheel clean and lint/debris free 24/7.  
With rising utility costs, environmental pressures, and an uncertain economy, ThermalRecycle™ offers 
an unprecedented 50% reduction in energy usage through its dryer exhaust heat recovery system.

AquaRecycle’s ESG Products

OnO
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ESG 
During 20 years as industry 
pioneers, AquaRecycle® 
has worked through the 
challenges, saving customers 
over 12 billion gallons of 
water in the process.

AquaRecycle is leading the way in the reuse 
of water and energy that would otherwise be 
wasted.

Our flagship product is the only patented 
system for sanitizing and recycling laundry 
water for hotels, hospitals and other large 
facilities. We’ve complemented that with a 
method for recapturing the heat from their 
dryers. Both fit perfectly among today’s 
green-building initiatives.

We also regularly handle audits, consultations, 
and feasibility studies for single- and multi-
location organizations, so managers can 
understand the cost inefficiencies of wasted 
water and energy—and what can be done 
about them. 

As climate change brings new challenges, 
AquaRecycle will continue to be pioneers in 
ensuring that companies, organizations and 
governments have the tools they need to 
remain sustainable long into the future.


